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Lincoln finances its growth through the stimulus package
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About Lincoln

About Epopée Gestion

Created in 1992 in Paris, Lincoln is a player in Talent Management and
Talent Representation consulting, identified among the reference
players in Executive Search consulting. Lincoln brings together the
activities of Talent Acquisition – Executive Search and Executive
Interim Management – and Talent Development – Leadership Advisory
and Outplacement, within specialized sectoral practices. Present in
Europe and Asia, Lincoln generated €28 million in revenue in 2021 with
a workforce of 150 people.

The operation

▪ As part of its growth strategy, Lincoln, a recognized player in Talent
Management consulting, issues Recovery Bonds.

▪ The Recovery Bonds (OR) are a device set up as part of the Recovery
Plan. They aim to strengthen the balance sheet of French companies
and support the development of SMEs and mid-caps while benefiting
from the State guarantee. This financing instrument with a duration of
8 years, in fine and non-dilutive, will be distributed until 31 December
2023. Recovery Bonds are acquired and distributed by portfolio
management companies on behalf of the Relance Bonds fund. As
such, Epopée Gestion intervened with Lincoln to support their
international growth projects.

Épopée Gestion is an investment company co-founded in 2020 by Ronan Le Moal and Charles Cabillic (AC3, West Web
Valley, AlloVoisins, OpenFly ...) whose vocation is to develop the economy of the territories by supporting, in the long
term, French regional companies. Épopée Gestion wishes to "reinvest the territories" through an inclusive investment
ecosystem that revolves around four complementary verticals: innovation and digital (West Web Valley I), transitions
of SMEs / mid-caps (Epic Transitions I), sustainable real estate (Epic Immo Yield I) and infrastructure and mobility.

has set up Recovery Bonds with
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SOCIETEX CF’s team

SOCIETEX is an independent investment bank created in 1952 and
specialized in advising on business disposals-acquisitions, fundraising,
valuation and financial engineering in France and abroad.
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▪ Lincoln (Gwenael PERROT, Priscilla DE KERVILER)

▪ Epopée Gestion (Aymeric LE RENARD)

▪ Councils :

o Counsils M&A : Societex (Yoann SUZANNE, Thomas BEAURAIN)

o Lawyers : Mermoz Lawyers (Martin KYUCHUKOV)

TGS Lawyers (Gauthier VERDON)

o Financial due diligence : KPMG (Benjamin COMPERE)

SOCIETEX CF was exclusively commissioned by Lincoln's shareholders to advise them in their search for financing.

Our consulting mission

Recruitment Consulting

« Lincoln is diversifying its funding sources with its first recovery bond issue to support our growth and

transformation plans.

We embarked on this seemingly simple adventure with a reliable and demanding partner, Societex, who

accompanied us in all stages of the LAW to the release of funds through the subscription contract.

Societex allowed us to identify the relevant intermediary, to build a solid pre-qualification file and finally to move

forward serenely towards the conclusion of the agreement. »

Testimony

Priscilla DE KERVILER - Deputy General Manager at Lincoln


